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'multiple types' is really one form of the oligarchic doctrine
described in the previous chapter, but it extends beyond the
sphere of mere intellectual ability. Let us look at some of the
alleged types.
In our study of attention we saw the intensive and distribu-
tive types, the fixating and the fluctuating, the static and the
dynamic. In memory we had the sure retainer and the quick
memorizer; in this sphere, too, we have the e perseverator'—
the person whose experiences "remount into consciousness
spontaneously"—and the non-perseverator. Now we are told
that some of the above types persist beyond the range of a
single efaculty'; thus there are 'static' people who persistently
pursue a purpose, and 'dynamic9 people who need continual
spurring in accomplishing any task. Although the actual
names may carry but little conviction, the implied distinction
is clear enough. Similarly, the distinction between * intensive9
and 'distributive' appears again in that between 'deep-
narrow' and 'shallow-broad* types of people. Stern, in an
interesting investigation on testimony, discovered 'objective9^
and 'subjective* types, the former giving a report that is
matter-of-fact and characterized by objective fidelity, the
latter one that is more characteristic of themselves than of
the object described. Again, Meumann and Stern tell us of
'analytic * and 'synthetic' types of people, the analytic regard-
ing details in isolation from one another, observing clear lines
of demarcation, and correcting errors; the synthetic bringing
together what is separate, creating 'unity in diversity,' neglect-
ing actual details. Stern too finds 'spontaneous' and 'merely
reactive' types of people—those who attack mental work of
their own accord, and those who require an external stimulus.
We need not multiply instances of the alleged types—there
is no end to them. Differences in imagery, however, are
sufficiently important to justify brief description here. There
are those whose imagery is concrete, who do most of their
thinking by means of primary memory-images. When this
concrete imagery is extremely vivid, the images almost as-
suming the character of actual perceptions, the type is called
6 eidetic.' Frequently the imagery of young children is found

